CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
Dear Shareholders,
This 2005 annual report of China Insurance International Holdings Company Limited is my first as the Chairman of CIIH. I
am truly honored and grateful to be leading CIIH, and I am very excited about the Company’s prospects and initiatives in
the years to come. My predecessor, Mr. Yang Chao, and our former Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Miao Jianmin, have laid a
solid foundation for CIIH, which we will build upon in the years to come. We greatly appreciate the contributions and
dedication of Mr. Yang and Mr. Miao. Our new Chief Executive Officer, Mr. Kenneth Ng, possesses substantial experience
and has been with CIIH and/or its subsidiaries for his entire nearly forty-year career. Our core management team, philosophy
and strategy remain strong and unchanged. Such unique loyalty, dedication and experience will further help the Company
in our various ambitious endeavours. In essence, we will continue doing what we have done in the past, but will try to
improve on ourselves for the future. We believe that such an attitude will bring strong and positive results for all concerned!
In 2005, CIIH’s turnover increased by 17.8% to HK$8,611.67 million, while losses attributable to shareholders increased to
HK$433.76 million. These consolidated results were in line with expectations. As expected, TPL and TPI produced net
operating losses in 2005, as both operations are still in their early stages of development. With our Mainland operations
further expanding during the Year, the net operating loss of TPI increased over that of Last Year, while the operating loss of
TPL slightly decreased over that of Last Year. The decrease in net income was also due to lower profit contributions from
CIRe, as well as the recognition of a goodwill impairment related to CIIH’s acquisition of CIGAML back in 2002.
2005 was one of the most difficult years in history for the global reinsurance industry. The catastrophic losses from Hurricane
Katrina, which devastated the New Orleans region of the United States, in addition to the losses from other hurricanes and
flooding events elsewhere during the Year, was the highest in history. Despite this unfavorable environment, our core
reinsurance business at CIRe again produced satisfactory results. Reinsurance revenues were HK$1,256.40 million,
representing an increase of 15% over that of Last Year. Although net income was HK$73.61 million, decreasing 62.8% over
that of Last Year, such a result must be considered highly satisfactory given the losses experienced in the global primary
insurance and reinsurance industries. Our subsidiary in the PRC life insurance industry, TPL, in only its fourth full-year of
operations, recorded premiums of HK$ equivalent of HK$7,351.09 million while our associated company in the PRC property
and casualty insurance industry, TPI, recorded premiums of HK$ equivalent of HK$1,323.13 million, representing increases
of 18.3% and 51.5%, respectively, over that of Last Year. Such strong growth rates in our PRC operations is in line with our
expectations, and we believe that the operating conditions for insurers in Mainland China will continue to be positive.
Other highlights and important events of 2005 included the following:
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•

Despite the new world-record loss amounts from Hurricane Katrina and the occurrences of a number of other hurricanes
or flooding events in different parts of the world, due to its prudent underwriting strategy and strict risk accumulation
controls, CIRe was able to shoulder and absorb the high frequency, serious catastrophic losses during the Year. The
effective retrocession arrangements which diluted the loss impact of Katrina and other major loss events, as well as
the positive development of CIRe’s prior year loss development has enabled CIRe to achieve a marginal underwriting
profit of HK$8.74 million (2004: HK$25.83 million) and maintain its net combined ratio below 100% at 99.2% (2004:
97.2%). In light of the higher than normal catastrophic losses in the reinsurance industries in 2005, the captioned
underwriting result, although lower than that of the previous year, is considered acceptable.

•

During the year, CIRe made an extra tax provision for an amount of HK$35.00 million for the potential tax exposure
on offshore investment income in prior years. CIRe believes that this provision is in line with the tax laws of Hong
Kong and is sufficient for such purposes.
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ɀཌྷཌྷʄααంܰϬ̯Ɂˮͨɻړਝઁٖτࠉʔ̇ԑؿ܃ٽȹͫαంcॶ
ਪეɻړਝc̯ɁԷɊʗ࿘֗eྦྷכʔ̰̇Ԟکؿౡི߮c̯ɁԷڈ
ࢯኍe̯Ɂͨکؿฦ൚ͱ́ͨکɾϷܧᐢസᐝݯ́ͱ̵ۺɻړਝؿೕࢄఈ
ցȿਠྡྷؿਥᓣc҈ࠨڈᑢฦͱ́ᐝͱ́˟ˮؿЦɈᘆeณͨؿϷܧ
ᐢസдڠ፲ͱ́Εɻړਝʥԯɥʔ̇̒ٶ৻רɊαcԮτᔔఒؿe҈ࠨؿ
࣏ʶဳଉ྆අdᏪଉ֨ኝȹᅚਠցcኟτȹʻ֦dਿ؇ఒτဳؿ
ଉ྆අੀڔԚʔ̇Ε̰ԞΈိᐾઉɻՅι˲eᐢϤӰɾc҈ࠨੀȹΣ֡ܫcԎ
ɺᒾЦɈҝ൬Ϭɯ˞ٴઅ̰Ԟe҈ࠨڌޚcྵܫցؿʿৌܧ೪ੀݯΈʿԞ̳
ࠍʥӪΡؿιe

ඟኮᄈ Feng Xiaozeng
ԑ ٽChairman

ɻړਝؿɀཌྷཌྷʄαᏪพᔾᄈ˱17.8%c༠86.1167ყಋʏcٖᎶЌᑋฌݯ
4.3376ყಋʏcϊ၃พᐜၤད౨ޚଲeͅכʪ̡Ɂྐʥʪ̡ړ፮ɀཌྷཌྷʄαʋ
୮כพ৻ೕࢄٱ౨cֺ˞ଐ́ȿ૱Ꮺ༜ᑋฌeᛇכΕɻਝʑΔؿพ৻כαʑӾ

ᒷࢄcܨʪ̡ړ፮ؿ૱Ꮺ༜ᑋฌ༖˾αঢ়cϤʪ̡Ɂྐؿ૱Ꮺ༜ᑋฌڬ༖˾αݯɎࠌeϤɻʹਝСᅼᘆτֺᐛ
ಕʥ̯ʔ̇ྦྷɀཌྷཌྷɀανᑪɻړ༅ଐဳଉֺଐ́ؿਆᙷАˮಕࠤcιȿ૱νɃؿಕʭe
ɀཌྷཌྷʄαܰͲଈړ፮พ༖ݯᐿӺؿȹαc࿉าਝณෙဍӪΔਂ˺ؿऋᇘᒜࠓιؿӎᗒֲฌ̖c˞ʥαʑೕ́
ؿԯˢᒜࠓˋӎι̜ؿɣฌ̖cܰዃ̌ɐᗲࠇؿeᒖಳ୮כᅚɺСؿྊcɻʹਝ࣏ؿʶʹړ፮พ৻ʋಳ
ˮ෮พᐜeʹړ፮Ꮺพᔾ༠12.5640ყಋʏcˈ˾αᄈٽȿ15%eቱဳ૱νɃݯ7,361ຒಋʏcˈ˾αɎࠌ62.8%c
ЎΕͲଈړ፮dʹړ፮ϷพၬՇ̜ɣฌ̖ؗੱؿɎcϊඖพᐜ˿့˥Ɂ෮e҈ࠨΕɻਝྊʑᏪྐ፮ؿɥʔ̇ʪ
̡ɁྐcΕพ̒ኬα㛾cړνɃɰ፣ޚכ73.5109ყಋʏcϤ̊ȹɻਝྊʑᏪলଐʥඬəړ፮ؿᐲᏪ
ʔ̇ʪ̡ړ፮cړνɃ፣ޚכ13.2313ყಋʏcˈ˾αʗПᄈ˱ȿ18.3%51.5%eɻਝྊʑพ৻ؿੜڰᄈٽଲ
҈ࠨؿད౨c҈ࠨ͛ڌޚɻਝɣړ፮ʔ̇ؿᏪ༜ྊੀᘗᙩܛړӪΡe
ɀཌྷཌྷʄαพ৻ࠇᒨ˳˞ܢɎΈඖi
g

ቱဳᒜࠓ˺ऋᇘʥΕ˖ވΈΔೕ́ؿԯˢȹӡͶؿზࠓˋӎ೩೩̜ӎֺιؿฌ̖ټᔾιͲݯଈณত፣cͅ
כɻʹਝઔՅؿᄗړֻؿ೪ᗲࣟࠓؿ፮ୃዶઁԹcֺ˞ॶਪֻኪԎࣱʝȿαʑೕ́ɾঢ়፼ଅdᗲࠇ̜ؿ
ӎฌ̖eτࢽؿʗړΪખᚫᑁȿ˺ऋᇘԯˢ̜ӎֺιؿᄧᚊc˘ؗɻʹਝ༦֡α۹พ৻ላ˟ੱؗτֺҝ
ഁcԚɻʹਝʋ፣෬ᑁړֻؿСᅼ874ຒಋʏɀཌྷཌྷ̒αi2,583ຒಋʏcԎੀ૱၃ι̯ଅܛړΕ100%
˞Ɏؿ99.2%ɀཌྷཌྷ̒αi97.2%eᛇכɀཌྷཌྷʄαʹړ፮̟̜ؿӎฌ̖༖̳ݯঢ়cቱဳɐ߸ֻړพᐜГ
˾כαcʋᙔ˿અՇˋ̡e
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ɻʹਝכαʑΐ༦֡డαؿᔴҙ༅νɃɾ˿ॶೢ৻ֻኪАˮȿ3,500ຒಋʏؿᔾ̔ೢඖᅆௐeɻʹਝڌޚ
ϊᅆௐڃࠗಋೢ৻ૈԝʥӷਪᎶ˟೩ೢ৻ࠓ፮e
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CHAIRMAN’S STATEMENT
•

CIIH’s annual test on goodwill indicated that the Group was required by the accounting standards to recognise an
impairment of HK$250.00 million in goodwill associated with the acquisition of CIGAML (the operating company for
the assets management business in Hong Kong) in September 2002. The directors of CIIH continues to believe in the
long-term prospects of the assets management industry in Hong Kong and Mainland China. However, recently, due
to changes in regulations and policy in Mainland China, CIGAML’s initiatives to profitably access the vast potential of
the said industry in Mainland China has faced uncertainties. These uncertainties, together with the unexpected decision
by a significant client (which accounted for a major portion of CIGAML’s assets management income) to redeem a
significant portion of its funds, has led the Board to conclude that the short-term prospects of CIGAML will be less
than expected. Therefore, the Board has decided to recognise an impairment of the goodwill. The decision to recognise
an impairment of goodwill is an accounting issue and will only affect the accounting profit and loss of CIIH; the cash
flows of the Company will not be affected by this decision. The decision to recognise the impairment of goodwill is in
the best interests of CIIH’s shareholders, and demonstrates the management’s dedication and adherence to the
strictest dictates of accounting principles, corporate transparency and best practices.

•

During the Year, in accordance with its business plan, TPL has slowed down its establishment of new branches and
has focused on maximizing the sales potential of its existing nationwide network. After three years of rapid expansion
of its branch network, TPL now has 22 branches in major cities in China, as well as 215 sub-branches and marketing
centres in different townships throughout the country. These sub-branch and marketing centre openings completed
the first phase of TPL’s network expansion and are expected to form a solid platform for rapid growth in business
development in 2006.

2006 will be a critically important year for CIIH. The entire economy of China is continuing to expand at a healthy rate, and
the insurance industry is likewise developing in a positive manner. CIIH’s Mainland China operations, TPL and TPI, both will
continue to strive for higher market shares in this environment. In 2006, however, both TPL and TPI will be focusing
primarily on achieving break-even in their operating results. Since their inception and commencement of operations in
2001, both TPL and TPI have sustained yearly operating losses. It has been the strategic goal of CIIH and the board of
directors of both TPL and TPI for both operating companies to break even in 2006. Therefore, while market expansion and
further growth of the life and property/casualty insurance operations will be pursued, management focus on improving
operating efficiencies will be prioritised. The management of the Group, TPL and TPI understand that achieving breakeven
for the insurance companies in their only fifth full year of operations is an ambitious goal, as internationally insurance
companies usually break even only in the seventh year of operations, but will strive to achieve the breakeven goal with their
best respective endeavours.
For the reinsurance operations at CIRe, the catastrophic events of Last Year have created an environment in which demand
for reinsurance products and services have increased. The management of CIRe believes that CIRe can continue delivering
satisfactory and stable profitability to CIIH and its shareholders in the years to come.
It is my great honor to lead CIIH. I truly believe that CIIH is on the path to becoming one of the premier Chinese financial
institutions involved in Greater China and the world. As part of our service to CIIH’s shareholders, I personally intend to
continue our organisation’s strict dedication to corporate governance, transparency and investor relations of the highest
world-class levels. I will firmly require our senior managers to do what is best for our shareholders in every decision and
action that they take. I will only accept actions and deeds of the highest integrity. Only in so doing will CIIH become a great
company.
On behalf of all of our Senior Managers and Directors, I thank you for your trust and support! I sincerely believe that CIIH’s
prospects in the near future are very promising, and that the Company will significantly enhance shareholders’ value in the
years to come! I would also like to thank all of the Company’s employees for their hard work and dedication in 2005, and
for their continued strength and resolve in the year to come. With a united approach among all of our managers and
employees, our ambitious goals in 2006 are readily achievable.
Feng Xiaozeng
Chairman
Hong Kong, 7 April 2006
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ɻړਝכα۹ਆᙷಕࠤಡᛷ͐c̯එ࣓྆ኣผ߮ๅڬɾஃցcగɀཌྷཌྷɀαȾ˂νᑪɻړ༅ଐဳଉࣂ
ଐ́ɾਆᙷАˮ2.5ყಋʏؿಕࠤeԑผᘗᙩࠗڌޚಋʥɻਝɣɾ༅ଐဳଉϷพɾٽႩکౡcಳϤcͅכ
ٶɻਝɣɾஃցʥܧ೪τֺҝ৽cɻړ༅ଐဳଉτ෮ΕɻਝɣτС˿྇Δ൬߶ɐ߸ԮτڴᅶɈϷพɾ߮
ིᛰɺ࣍עeΕ೩ɺ࣍עΐॖɎc˱ɐȹ˚۪߬ʸЌɻړ༅ଐဳଉɣͫ༅ଐဳଉνɃޯಳᚿΑԯɣ
ͫਥټcኒߎԑผႏݯɻړ༅ଐဳଉɾ౨کౡੀГכད౨ɾˋ̡eΐϊcԑผҺցАˮɐ߸ؿਆᙷಕࠤe
ਆᙷಕࠤؿҺցȽਥכผ߮ϣᄬc̋ผᄧᚊ̯එ྆ผ߮ሏɐؿฌऩc̯එ྆ɾଊݚټ൴ੀɺՇҺցᄧᚊeਆ
ᙷಕࠤؿҺցଲɻړਝٖؿԙСऩcᛷ͐ȿဳଉᄙਠܛʥᗲࣟፓΨผ߮ๅڬdʔ̇ע۹ʥԙኧАΨ
ڬe

g

כαʑc࣓ኣพ৻ೕࢄི߮cʪ̡Ɂྐɰಕྺஉ͓ณʗʔ̇ɾ۹cԎඑɻᒷɣԯܫτɾͲਝ၉ɾᅶΕሻਕॶ
Ɉeʪ̡Ɂྐ༦ɍαӾೕࢄʗʻ၉܃cଊࣂΕɻਝΈ˚̟߬ےஉτ22ࡼʗʔ̇cԎͲכਝɺےᔪஉτ215
ࡼʻʔ̇ʥ̟ઐᄤɻʶc೩ʻʔ̇ʥ̟ઐᄤɻʶɾઢ͂cѧιȿʪ̡Ɂྐɾȹ౨၉ི߮ࢄׅcད౨ݯ
כɀཌྷཌྷʒαพ৻҄ᄈٽఈɎᖇ՞ਥᓣe

ɀཌྷཌྷʒαྦྷכɻړਝԞ႓ܰรԯࠇ߬ؿᏪ༜α۹eɻਝኬᏜᘗᙩᖇ৪ೕࢄcړ፮พ͛ᅚዶรΔᄈٽeɻړ
ਝכʑΔᏪ༜ؿʪ̡Ɂྐʪ̡ړ፮cΕϊτСɾ̟ྊɎੀผᘗᙩߎɈొʠ̟ЌτଅeಳϤcΕɀཌྷཌྷʒαc
ʪ̡Ɂྐʪ̡ړ፮ੀਿ؇כ༠ԷᏪ༜νʻ̡ጫeϬԭࡼʔ̇Ϭɀཌྷཌྷȹαι͓ԎնᏪ༜cʪ̡Ɂྐʪ̡ړ፮
Ұα፣Ꮺ༜ᑋฌcಲሃɻړਝᑹܰʪ̡Ɂྐʪ̡ړ፮ؿԑผcɀཌྷཌྷʒαؿ೪͌ᅟܰ߬ԭࡼʪ̡ʔ̇༠
ߎᏪ༜νʻ̡ጫeΐϊcȿᒷɣɁྐړ፮ʥলଐþඬəړ፮̟ͫᔾʥพ৻ᄈٽcဳଉᄙੀͱਿ؇כҝഁᏪ༜ࢽ
ଅe̯එ྆dʪ̡Ɂྐʪ̡ړ፮ဳؿଉᄙȹߎႏݯc߬Εړ፮ͬพնᏪ༜ؿ܃ʄኬαʑ༠ϭνʻ̡ጫܰڈɣ
ܥؿኝcਝɐړؿ፮ʔ̇ȹঁ̋ॶΕնᏪ༜ȼα܃ɷ༠ߎνʻ̡ጫc҈ࠨੀေသͲɈ˾༠Էνʻ̡ጫ͌ؿᅟe
ྦྷכɻʹਝړʹؿ፮พ৻Ԟ႓c˾α̜ؿӎᄈ˱ȿྦྷʹړ፮ଐۂؿ৻רұeɻʹਝဳؿଉᄙڌޚcɻʹਝ
Ε̰ԞʋಳॶਪᘗᙩΉɻړਝʥԯٖొԜଉʥᖇցؿСᅼe
ॶਪეɻړਝc̯Ɂ૯࿘֗e̯Ɂᆢڌɻړਝ̳үᑺΉιݯɣɻജਂʥͲଈʑȹࡼԿ൙ؿɻਝټጪዀ࿚e
Аྦྷݯɻړਝٖؿ৻רȹͫɥc̯Ɂᗙ෮ᘗᙩߎɈొכঢ়҈ࠨͬؿพဳॶ؝Ɉdע۹ҙ༅ّᗐ˞ڝ༠Է˖ވ
ज़ˋ̡e̯ɁੀਠցΔ߬ұ҈ࠨؿঢ়ज़ဳଉɁࡗ̦ਥؿٖכԙСऩԞ২ˮҺցઔՅϷ৽c̯Ɂੀ̋અՇঢ়
ٲؿڌଊϷݯc̋τᅚcɻړਝɷผιݯȹࡼˮͬؿพe
̯ɁᔑˤͲٲঢ়ज़ဳଉɁࡗʥԑcΉჇɎڌؿፆʻ͐ٲܛᑢ෮k̯Ɂ૯ڌɻړਝکؿౡȹːͮעcʔ̇Ε̰
Ԟੀɣఝొʠٖძࠤkࣂc̯Ɂ͛ᘒϊྦྷʔ̇ͲࡗɮכɀཌྷཌྷʄαؿЦɈɮАᘆc͐ٲᑢeΕ҈ࠨဳଉ
Ɂࡗࡗɮ྆ؿȹߎɎc҈ࠨȹցॶ༠Էɀཌྷཌྷʒα͌ؿᅟe

ԑٽ
ඟኮᄈ
ࠗಋcɀཌྷཌྷʒα̒˂ȼˀ
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